REDISCOVER A MOUNTAIN

SECRET SLOPES OF
SNOWDON
WORDS HANNAH JAMES
PHOTOGRAPHY TOM BAILEY

MYSTERIOUS PATHS AND SHUNNED SUMMITS:
DID YOU KNOW SUCH THINGS EXISTED AT ALL
ANYMORE? LET ALONE ON ONE OF THE BUSIEST
MOUNTAINS IN THE WORLD? WELL, THEY DO…

CAUTION!
Fox’s Path should only
be tackled if you’re a
competent scrambler with
a head for heights.
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any people go to north
the base. However, the map – dare I say
The Fox’s Path became narrower and
Wales determined to
it – is missing some detail. There is a
narrower the further along we walked,
climb Snowdon, especially
path, albeit one that’s as sly and elusive
becoming a sublime piece of single track,
if it’s for the first time.
as its namesake. Sneaking off the main
forcing you to walk right on the edge.
Some of the more
path up Crib Goch from Bwlch y Moch,
Soft green grass lined the way with
confident among you may
the Fox’s Path sits just above the 700m
boulders and airy stepping stones, and
puff out your chests and
contour line.
scree-lined stream beds. Keeping our
brag about tackling the
It’s easy enough to reach. Following
eyes peeled for the odd tufts of earth
mountain by its notorious ridge, Crib
the signs for Crib Goch on the main
that shook under the weight of our
Goch. Good for you. Your bragging
Pyg track, it starts from just below the
boots, with a drop to the right and no
rights are well deserved. From every
east face, winding its way beneath the
one else around it felt wild, daring, like a
angle, Crib Goch looks properly mean –
edge of the rock. The hard part isn’t
mountain should. To find this little-used
it’s a thoroughly tempting route.
getting there, it’s locating the small signs
gem of a path, on a popular mountain I
Personally, Crib Goch has long been a
of disturbance where boots have worn
thought I knew well, was nothing short
battleground in my mind. A mental war
rock and created a slight discolouration.
of wonderful. Looking on the map,
with myself over my capability to tackle
Find it and this is where the excitement
although there’s nothing marked there
and enjoy such an exposed scramble,
truly starts. Ignoring the odd looks from
you can see it’s crying out for that little
combined with a strange urge to conquer
fellow walkers, we veered off the main
dotted line – there’s a perfect pathit. Every time I see it, it beckons me
path and set out to explore new ground.
shaped space all the way to the start of
to take it on. What I want is to stand
The silence was profound – loud in the
the north ridge.
tall, and be proud to control my fear
absence of noise. There was none of the
From here, you can see the whole
of walking on the edge. This is all very
background babble that’s ever present
way down the Llanberis Pass to
well but the thought of teetering on
on Snowdon paths, not even a wind; it
Llyn Peris and the only
that knife-edge ridge, precipitous drops
was just us and the mountain. Crossing
people in sight are
either side, while being surrounded by
the scree our eyes were drawn upwards
match stick
Garnedd Ugain
Snowdon
groups of strangers, does not fill me with
to dramatic crumpled waves in the rock.
enthusiasm. A little crazy, you might
Crib Goch has always been known for
Crib Goch
think then, having chosen Crib Goch and
its sharp and shattered rock – that’s part
Snowdon as my acrophobia test ground.
of its appeal - but these demolished
So the aim was to find some way to
remains are monstrous; huge
Clogwyn y
confront my fear and enjoy my walk – on
buckled waves jut out from
Person
one of the busiest mountains in the world
the ridge above us, hidden
– in relative solitude and peace.
scars that hint at
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Cwm
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Distance 22km
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figures on the horizon, marching across
Crib Goch, or enjoying the views from
Bwlch Coch. I could have stood there for
hours taking this new side of Snowdon in.
But we needed to be moving on and with
that, we left the easy walking behind us.
Sticking to the main spine, we
gained height fast and soon it became
increasingly airy. From here we could
see just how sheer the north face of Crib
Goch truly is, leaving us in no doubt of
the exposure to come. The higher you
climb the more technical the terrain
becomes and you’re faced with a bit of
a scramble up to the top. The queue of
people on the east face soon came back
into view, and I couldn’t help but feel
smug for having skipped out on being
stuck in the tailback.

Then you’re there. You’re on the famous
bit of Crib Goch. The infamous ridge.
Looking back I could see how concealed
our route was – the prime scrambling was
completely hidden from view, and with
only the lower slopes in sight, you’d be
forgiven for thinking it was the easy way.
It’s a fascinating place to be, watching
people walk the narrow line across the
top; from two young and rather underprepared guys, to couples casually
sauntering over the rock, to the climber
who’d just conquered the Clogwyn y
Person Arête, a serious grade 3 scramble
that lies parallel to the north ridge. He
stood proudly on the edge uncaring of the
drop right below him, weight balanced
between two sharp pieces of rock as he
told us about his success.

Having been lucky up to this point
the weather started to close in, rocks
became greasy and visibility dropped
dramatically. It was scary to think how
fast it had closed in. From where we sat,
we could see for miles around and yet this
front had come in from nowhere, sprung
itself upon us and caught us unawares.
Whipping the waterproofs out, we were
just thankful the wind stayed away. We
skirted around the first tower and its
tricky, now slippy, descent and found
our way over the second, up and across
a nice rock shelf. We were up and over
in the blink of an eye to the welcome
sight of Bwlch Coch. This broad grassy
expanse is beautiful and green and
stimulates the body to relax and breathe
again. It’s like the mountain’s provided �
It was around this point that
Hannah discovered the
rock here is sharper
than it looks.
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Descending to Bwlch Coch and
on to new trail, number two.

the perfect respite knowing walkers may need to be reminded
to take more than a few deep breaths after the knife-edge
ridge they’ve just braved. After I caught the breath I didn’t
even realise I’d been holding, the relief just made me feel like
laughing. This place was the calm after the storm. Although
this was not my first time over Crib Goch, it’s never a walk to
take lightly, and so to have reached the other side was elating
– a good adrenaline shot to the heart.
The wide path leads straight up to the scrambly slopes of
Garnedd Ugain – the shunned summit. Well done if you can
rattle off Garnedd Ugain as one of the Snowdon peaks done
and dusted. It’s almost unavoidable if you’re tackling Crib
Goch, but once over the ridge itself, sights are often set on
Snowdon itself. As such this summit in its own right is often
ignored. And one with an alternative way to its top.
By now, the weather had really turned for the worse and
the decision was made to try and avoid the next set of crags.
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We’d been slipping over Crib Goch so, spotting a single track
path to the left we decided to take it. Aware that pursuing
sheep tracks can often be a dangerous thing to do, we
proceeded with caution and were proved right in a sense.
It didn’t take us where we thought it would. Having hoped
it would take us around the crags and back to the summit,
we continued to follow it until we realised we were in fact
losing precious height. Whipping the map out, we found this
to be another unmarked path. I’m sure I’d have remembered
this if it had been on the map so, intrigued, we continued to
follow it. Varying between a well-trodden path and invisible
over scree, we were kept on track by the small cairns. One
particularly well-formed cairn caught our eye, only for the
fact it was such a uniform shape, stones perfectly stacked into
a pattern that nothing in nature could have made – and so
perilously perched on the top of a rock, too.
As the path wound lower and lower we realised it was due �
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Avoiding the crowds down
below, if not the clouds, on
Garnedd Ugain.

“IT’S OFTEN A SHOCK
WHEN YOU REALISE
HOW LITTLE YOU
ACTUALLY KNOW ABOUT
THE SLOPES AND
MOUNTAINS YOU LOVE.”

to join the Pyg Track. Funny: I never realised anything other than
the Miner’s track joined onto it. It’s often a shock when you realise
how little you actually know about the slopes and mountains
you love. Sure enough, right on the corner of the top zig-zags, we
appeared. It wasn’t exactly where we wanted to be. For one thing,
it meant we had much more climbing to do to re-join the summit
but knowing this path was a golden nugget of information.
Now on the busy Pyg track, we queued up to reach the top of
the path and it really hit home how effectively we’d escaped the
crowds. Against the current heading for the summit to the left,
we tracked right and made for the summit we’d missed while
exploring: Garnedd Ugain. Mere metres from the main path for
the summit, everything was suddenly still. With thick cloud all
around us and not a lick of wind, all we could hear were voices
floating by but there was not a soul in sight. Standing a mere
20m lower than Snowdon, it’s the second highest mountain in
Wales. Yet, there was nobody there. It’s forgotten in all the glory
of Snowdon. As I’ve seen Snowdon from more and more angles,
I’ve come to realise that the summit is often best enjoyed as a view
from afar. That way, you can admire the ragged beauty of it, but
without the café or crowds. Garnedd Ugain really is the ideal peak.
Ignoring the rain, this had been a jam-packed-with-a-summiton-top day full of excitement. We’d discovered two new, unmarked
paths and re-discovered the wide quiet summit of Garnedd Ugain.
It raised the Snowdon experience another notch; it’s not every
day you discover new routes on a mountain you thought you
knew very well. Lesson learned and appetite for more exploration
thoroughly whetted. T
Atop Garnedd Ugain.

INSIDER’S SECRETS
“One of my favourite spots is
the waterfalls low down on THE
WATKIN PATH. They are very
accessible and a lovely place to take
the kids – super refreshing on a hot
summer’s day, with a series of pools
that are lovely to take a dip in. They
offer a great way of cooling down
after summit glory on Snowdon.
The Watkin Path is one of the less
busy routes up the mountain and it
has a lot going for it.”
Rob Johnson MIC,
mountain instructor
“If I need a Snowdon fix but can’t
stomach the crowds, I’ll set off
late afternoon for RHYD DDU. An
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Snowdonia locals reveal their favourite spots on Wales‘ highest...

ascent of the Rhyd Ddu path then
down the South Ridge is one of my
favourite circuits on the mountain
and in the evening there is a very
good chance I’ll get the summit to
myself.” Nick Livesey, Snowdonia
photographer
“Snowdon itself gets a lot of
negative press, however there
are still great adventures to be
had away from the crowds. I’d
start in Llanberis and either hitch
or catch the bus up the Llanberis
Pass to the CROMLECH BOULDERS.
The first half of this walk is away
from any paths or trails so in
poor visibility a high degree of

navigation would be required as
route finding and terrain here can
be challenging.”
Bryn Williams, Executive Officer,
Mountain Training Cymru
“I love the variation of Y LLIWEDD
– from setting off through native
oak woodlands with a carpet of
wood sorrel flowers in the spring,
to rocky ridgelines with clutches
of juniper. You move through
lower National Trust farming
fields initially, before joining the
historical footsteps of copper
miners travelling to work. Once
you’re into the large bowl above
CWM MERCH, you can take yourself

in any direction skywards before
emerging onto the lumps and
bumps of the ‘end’ of Y Lliwedd’s
rocky ridgeline.
There’s also the option of visiting
the far eastern spot height of
GALLT Y WENALLT. A fantastic
vista above Snowdon’s northeastern cwms awaits you – and
then the delightful journey along
Y Lliwedd’s east and west peak
awaits. You need not ascend
Snowdon’s summit from Bwlch
Ciliau. Y Lliwedd’s journey is a
worthy objective of its own.”
Kate Worthington, ML,
RAW Adventures
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